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Abstract Suppose there are two persons each with limited resources to gain the value of n targets. The targets 

appear one by one in sequential order. and the value of each tar-get is a random variable X. One of the players has 

two kinds of resources (high and low) and the other has only one type (middle). Whenever the target arrives with the 

realized value x, both player either choose one of their cards or pass. If both player choose the card, the one who 

discards the high wins an amount equal to x. The card chosen in this stage is never used again. This case is a variant 

of the game Goofspiel discussed by Rnss [2]. We formulate the problem as a two-person zero-sum sequential game 

and derive a system of recursive equations with some boundary conditions which is solvable in sequence and determines 

the optimal strategy. A deterministic case is solved completely. 

1. Introduction 

We shall consider a t\o70-person zero-sum sequential n-stage game, which is 

a variant of the card game Goofspiel discussed by Ross [2]. 

The game called Goofspiel is played by two players, using a normal deck of 

cards, as follows. The 13 clubs are first taken out of the deck and of the 

remaining 39 cards the 13 hearts are given to player I, the 13 diamonds to 

player 11, and the 13 spades are placed face down in the center. The spades 

are shuffled and one is turned face up. At this point, the two players choose 

one of their cards and then simultaneously discard it. The one who discards 

the higher cards wins from the other an amount equal to the value of the, up

turned spade. If both plyl~rs discard the same card, then neither wins. The 

three cards are then thrown away, a new spade upturned and the game continues. 

After 13 plays, there are 110 remaining cards and the game ends. In his paper 

[2], if the game is considered under the assumption that player 11 discards his 

cards in a completely random manner, the best thing for player I to do ls to 
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Generalized Goofspiel 157 

always match the upturned spade, i.e., if the upturned card is an ace then 

player I should play his ace, etc. However without this assumption the optimal 

strategies and the value of the game are very complicated. So we consider the 

following va·.riant of this game. 

Suppose G (k, l,m) be the two person zero-sum sequential n-stage game played n 
as follows. There are two players ( player I and player II) to gain the value 

of n targets. (In the above case, they are the 13 spades face down in the cen-

ter. ) Player I has l cards of type L (low) and k cards of type H (high), and 

player 11 ha:3 m cards of type M (middle), where k+l ;;;, n and m ;;;, n. The n 

targets arrive in sequential order. (The one spade is turned face up.) In the 

follwing we consider the (n,k,l,m) as Cl state variable. The j-th target is 

a nonnegative random variable X. which takes on the value x.( j=l, ... . ,n). We 
J J 

assume that X's are independent and identically distributed random variables 

with a known cumulative distribution function F(x). On arrival of a target 

with a reali;~ed value x, (the time when one spade is turned face up) the two 

players, simultaneously and independently, either choose one of their cards or 

pass. If each player doesn't pass, the, one who chooses the higher card ,yins 

from the other an amount equal to x. If the game is G (k, l,m), player I plays n 
H and player 11 plays, then player I wins from player 11 an amount equal to x 

and the game goes to G l(k-l,l,m-l). The other cases can be described simin-
larly. The immediate payoff to player I at this stage is descrided as follows. 

I 

play L 

play H 

pass 

play M 

-x 

x 

o 

II 

pass 

o 
o 
o 

Even if one of the players passes, when the card is chosen in this stage, it 

is abandoned and never used again. For instance when player I plays Hand 

player 11 passes, player I doesn't get a payoff and the game goes to G .r (k-l, 
n-". 

l,m), i.e., it is disadvantageous for player I to play H. When both players 

pass, the inunidiate payoff is 0 and the game at the next stage is G 1 (k, l ,m) . n-
If the game is G (k,l,m) and k+l=n, player I is unable to pass and if m=n, so n 
is player 11, i.e., these players are restricted on the decisions. This game 

has perfect recall and we consider the behavioral strategy. If one of the 

players has no card, this game ends. From the above assumption, after n stages, 

there is no one with any cards in his hand and the game ends until the n-·th 

stage. 

For rela.tively small values of the targets, if k=O, player I would discard 
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158 T. Nakai 

and player 11 wouldn't discard, and if l=O, they would behave conversely. For 

the targets with intermediate values, both players choose a card. For the 

higher values, both players use the mixed strategy. For example we explain the 

case where l=O. In this case if both players discard, player I always wins 

from the other. So player 11 spends his cards for the relatively small values 

of the targets which are not valuable for player I to play. Player I always 

wins from player 11 wheneve!r the realized value of the target is in the inter

mediate interval which is thought to be reasonable for player I to win. Player 

11 uses the mixed strategy for defending the attack of player I for the higher 

value of the target. The other cases are considered similarly. If k+l=m=n, 

our game is a variant of Goofspiel, where the deck consists of three types of 

cards. 

There are two interesting papers related to our model. Sakaguchi [3] 

treats a special case of this paper where l=0. We use a similar method of that 

paper. A sequential allocation problem, discussed in Derman, Lieberman and 

Ross [1], includes the caSE! of this paper where l=O and m=n. 

In Section 2 we shall derive a fundamental recursive equation by dynamic 

programming and observe SODle preliminary lemmas. In Section 3 we shall observe 

the boundary conditions of the recursive equations and obtain the main result 

of this paper. A simple example in explained. In the last section the game 

is completely solved in thE~ case of deterministic value of the targets. 

2. Preliminary Lemmas 

Let G (k,l,m) be the game described in the previous section. (n,k.l.m) 
n 

denote the state of the game where player I has l cards of type Land k cards 

of type H, and player 11 has m cards of type M and they have n stages to go. 

If the target appears with the realized value x, the normalized form of the 

game G (k,l.m) has the matrix n 

I 

II 

play M 

play L [ -x-l-Gn _1 (k.l-l,m-l) 

play H ~~G l(k-l.l.m-l) n-
pass G 1 (k. l.m-l) n-

pass 

G 1 (k.l-l.m) n-
G 1 (k-l.l.m) n-

G l(k.l,rn) n-

The meaning of x+G l(k-l. Z.m-l) is that when player I plays H and player 11 n-
plays M, the immidiate payoff to player I is x and the state of the game goes 

to (n-l.k-l.l.m-lJ where the game is G 1(k-l,l.m-1J and the value of this game n-
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can be obtained independent of the previous stage. From the definition of the 

game G (k,l,l~J, this normalized form will be degenerated, Le., when m = n, 
n 

player 11 must play at every stages and this form is a column vector, etc. 

Denote the value of the game G (k,l,mJ by V (k,l,mJ. Because G (k,l,mJ is 
n n n 

a two person zero-sum sequential n-stage game and has perfect recall, we can 

consider the behavior strategy. When the both players use their first pure 

strategy and the realized value of the target is x, the immidiate payoff to 

player I is --x and the game goes to Gn_.1 (k, l-l,m-1J whose value is obtaiIled and 

denoted as v l(k,l-l,m-1J. The other cases are considered similarly. So 
n-

v (k,l,mJ satisfies the following recursive equation by a dynamic prograrrnning 
n 

formulation of the problem. 

(1) 1 dF(x) 

The initial eondition of (1) is vO(O,O,OJ=O. The notation va1 A for the matrix 

A is used for the value of the matrix game A. 

We shaLL discuss some properties (lf V (k,l,mJ from now on. First of all n 
we observe the value for n=l which is the one stage game G1(k,l,m). From the 

definition v.Z (0,1, OJ=V1 (1, 0, OJ=v /0,0, ;'J=O, and 

V/1,O,lJ f ~xdF(xJ = JJ 

v1 'O,l,V f ;xdF(x) 11 , 

where we assume 0 < JJ - E(XJ < 00. We remark that, for n=l, v
1

(k,l,mJ satisfies 

the following lemmas. 

(2) 

Oa) 

(3b) 

The proof of the following lemmas is easy by induction on n. 

Lenma 1. For any k, l, m and n, ~le have 

v (k,l+l,mJ < V (k,l,mJ < v (k+1,l,mJ. n = n = n 

Lemma 2. For any k, l, m and n, ~le have 

v (k,O,m) > v (k,O,m-V n = n 
vn(O,l,mJ ;;, vn (O,l,m-1J 

The following lemma is trivial by the definition of the game and the fact 

that X ~ O. 

Lemma 3. For any k, l, m and n, ~le have 

vn(k,O,mJ ~ 0 and vn(O,l,mJ;;, O. 

We note here that these lemmas are intuitively reasonable. The properties 
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160 T. Nakai 

of v (k, l,m) mentioned abov,= are used in the next section to derive the optimal 
n 

strategy. 

3. Boundary Conditions of v (k,l,m) 
n 

First we have to find the boundary conditions of v (k,l,m) for the re
n 

cursive equation (1). We define the well known function in opportunity analysis, 

Tp(z) = l oo (X-Z)dP(X) 
z 

and this function is well defined because of 11 < 00 

convex and increasing. 

Let {g '}1' be a triangu1er array defined by the following recursive n,1.- :'i..1.-:'i..n 
relations. - -

,n-1 
(2 ~ i ~ n-1, gn,n= nl1- Lj=lgn,j) 

Similarly we define a triangu1er array {h '}1 . , 
n,1.- ~1.-~n 

hn,l I1-Tp (hn_1,]" (n ~ 2, h1,1=11 

(5) \,i-1 
h . I1-Tp (h 1 .) - L' 1 (h .-h 1 .) n,1.- n- ,1.- J= n,J n- ,J 

( . In- 1 
2 < 1.- < n-1, h =n11- . 1h .) 

= = n,n .J= n,J 

Then we get the following lemma. Since the proof of (6) in Lemma 4 is similar 

to that of Proposition 1 discussed in Sakaguchi [3], we skech the outline of the 

proof. 

Lemma 4. We have 

(6) 
n 

k 
V (k,O,n)= -V (n,h:,O)= I· 19 " n n 1.-= n,1.-

l 
-v (O,l,n)=v (l,n,O)= I· 1h " n n 1.-= n,1.-

(7) 
n 

Proof: We use the induction on n. 

V (k,O,n)= J oomax{x+v 1(k-1,O,n-1), 
n ° n-

=V l(k,O,n-l)+Tp (v 1(k-1,O,n-1)-v 1(k-1,O,n-1)). n- n- n-

Substitute the equation (6)n_1 on the right-hand side of the equation then we 

get (6)n' For the other cases the proof is the same for vn(k,O,n). This com

pletes the proof. 
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In these cases, we get the optimal strategy easily. So we explain the 

optimal strategy for player I in G (k,O,n) only. 
n 

< pass that stage 
if x{ }gn-l k' then { 
~' play a card H 

The other cases can be derived similarly. 

Concerning the game G (n-Z,Z,n), define a triangular array {p .}O" • 
n n, 1.. ~)-;;P 

)J ,i-l 
(8) Pn,i= -)J +TF(-Pn_1,i) + 2 - Lj=O(Pn,j-Pn-l,j) 

(2 ~ i ~ n-lJ 

Now by lemma land 4, we get that even g . and h . are positive but P . is 
n,1.. n,1.. n,1.. 

not always pClsitive. 

Related to the boundary conditions, Lemma 4 and the next two lemmas are 

considered as a dynamic programming problem where player I is the only decision 

maker. 

Lemma 5. 

(9)n v (n-Z,Z,n) =2 ,Z ~D n Lj=ifn,j 

and the optiIlal strategy for player I is as follows, 

> play a card H 
ifx{ } (-hn_1,Z) .... O, then 

< play a card L 

where 0;,,8 = nin{o;,8}. 

Proof: We use induction on n. 

We have 

v (n-Z,Z,n)= f oomax{_x+v l(n-Z,Z-l,n-lJ, x+v l(n-Z-l,Z.n-l)}dP(x) 
n 0 ~ ~ 

= -)J+V 1(n-Z-l,Z,n-l)+2S
F

(-p 1 1). n- n- ,& 

By the inductive hypothesis, substitute (9)n_l for the right-hand side of the 

last equation gettng (9)n. For Z=O and Z=n, we get the equation (9)n by a 

simple calculation. We get the proof. 

Concerning the game G (k,Z,n) we define a following function by 
n 

0;- 8 0;- S 
- (o;+z)F( (0;+z)"-2-)+S(F(T)-1) 

o;-S 

J 
(o;+z)!I-

2
-

xdF(x) 
o 

+ J:-s xdF(.-c). 

2 
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162 T. Nakai 

This function is well defined because of ~ < 00, Let {f} be n, l, k O;;;,k, l;;;,n, k+l;s,n 
a sequence as follows. 

,l ,k 
+ Li=l Lj=l (fn,i,r

f n-l,i,j)' 
(i, j )ri(l, k) 

l [ l In-l f l l=V (n- , l, n) - . O· f· n, ,n- n "1.-= J=O n, 1.-,j, 
(i,j)ICl,n-l) 

f = -n~ - [~-lf . n, n, 0 1.-=0 n, 1.-, 0 , 

f = n~ - ,n-l r n,O,n Lj=O' n,O,j , 

f =h n, 0, k n, k' f 1 0= -gn.l' n, " _ 

where I~=o I~=o fn,i,~ 
(i,j Y(l, k) 

Lemma 6. 
(10) 

n I l "k v (k. l, n)= . 0 i. of . .. 
n - 1.-= '"J= n,1.-,J 

The optimal strategy for player I is 

I 
0 ;;;,x< (x+z)/\ et:;/ 

et- 8 et·· 8 
if (et+z)"-2- ;;;,x<-;r-

et- 8 <x< co 
2 = 

then play a card L 

then pass this stage 

then play a card H 

,l-l ,k-l 
where z=fn_1, l, k' = Li=Ofn .. 1, i, k' 8= Lj=ofn_1, l,j' 

(O<k+l<n, n~2) 

Proof: We employ the proof by induction on n. For n=l, it is obvious 

from the definition, We get:, for 1 <k, l<n, 

v (k,l,n)= J oomax{_x+v l(k,l-l,n-l), x+v l(k-l,l,n-l),v l(k,l,n-l)}dF(x) 
n 0 n- n- n-

Substitute (10) 1 on the right hand side of the last equation, then we get n-
(lO)n' The other cases are derived by a simple examination. 

In the next place we consider the case where kl=O and O<m<n. Define the 

function by 
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Aiz,a, B)= aF(a)-(a+B+z)F(aVB) 

+ faVBXdF(X)_(a+z) (B+Z)f 00 ~(X), 
a aVB z 

where B > -z and aVB=max{a,B}. This function is well defined because of ~ < 00, 

and is convex in z. 

Let's define a sequence {g k }1 k as follows: 
n, ,m ~"m;;,n 

Ik Im -. . ( .. - . ..) ~=1 J=l gn,~,J gn-l,~,J ' 
(i,j)l(k,mJ 

n~, l<k,m<n-l ) 

g k =V (k,O,nJ- I~-l t:-l e .. n,. , n n ~- J- n, ~, J, 
(i,jY(k, n) 

g =V (n,O,m)- f: 1 IIT! 1 er .. , n" n,m n .~= J= • n, ~,J 
{i,jY{n,mJ 

gl .• l,l= ~, gl,O,l=O, gl,l,O=O. 

Proposition 1. 

(11) n 

and the optimal strategy for each plaYI~r is as follows, 

Condition 

a~x<aVB 

For I 

pass 

play H 

Use the mixed strategy 
( 0 B+z x-B ) 

, x+z' x+z 

For II 

play M 

play M 

Use the mixed strategy 
( a+Z x-a 

x+z'x+z ) 

Proof: The proof by induction on n is employed. For YlFl, the stat.ement 

is trivial from the fact that v1 (1,O,1)=gl 1 1=~· , , 
We note: by Lemmas 1 and 2 that 

a=~ l(k,O,m-l)-v l(k-l,O,m-l) ~ 0 n- n-
B=~ l(k-l,O,m)-v l(k-l,O,m-l) ~ 0 n- n-
Z=~ l(k,O,m)-v l(k,O,m-V-v l(k-l,O,m)+v l(k-l,O,m-V. n- n- n- n-

We get, for kin and mIn, 
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v (k,O,m)= 
n 

T. Nakai 

f
OO [ x+vn_1(k-l,O,m-l) 
val 

o vn_1(k,O,m-l) 

vn_/k-l,O,m) 1 
v 1 (k, O,m) 
n-

dF(x) 

J:Vn_1(k,O,m-l)dP(X)+ J:VS(X+Vn_1(k-l,O,m-l))dF(X) 

+ foo (v _l(k,O,m)- (a+z)(S+Z))dF(x) 
aVS n X+Z 

This recursive equation has the solution (11). In fact, substituting (11) 1 
n n-

into the right-hand side of the equation, we get 

Ik Im Im- 1 Ik- 1 
i=l j=lgn_l,i,,j+Ap ( gn-l,k,m' i=lgn-l,k,i' j=lgn-1,j,m) 

= I~=l 2:J=l gn,i.j- I~l IJ=l (gn,i,j-gn-l,i,j)+gn-l,k,m 
(i, j )I(k, m) (i, j )I(k, m) 

A ( ,m-1 ,k-l ) 
+ P gn-l,k,m' l.i=l gn-l,k,i' Lj=lgn-1,j,m 

I~=l IJ=lgn,i,j· 

For the other cases, the equation (11) is seen to be valid from a simple 
n 

examination. This completes the proof. 

Concerning the game G (O,l,m) we get 
n 

Propos it ion 2. 

(12)n vn(O,l,m)= - Ii=l IJ=lgn,j,i' 

and the optimal strategy for each player is as follows, 

Condition For I For 

O~x<S play L pass 

S~x<avS play L play 

a'lS~x<oo Use the mixed strategy Use the mixed 

II 

M 

strategy 
( ~f-Z 0 x-S ) 

x+z' 'x+z 
a+z x-a ) 
x+z'x+z 

Proof: We use the similar method as in Proposition 1. We note, 

a=V 1 (0, l-l,m-1J .. v 1 (0, l,m-1J ~ 0 n- n-
S=v l(O,l-l,m-1J .. v l(O,l-l,m) ~ 0 n- n-
z=v l(O,l,m-l)-v l(O,l-l,m-1J+v l(O,l-l,m)-v l(O,l,m), n- n- n- n-
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v (0, l,m)= 
n 

Generalized Goo/spiel 

f
CO [ -x+vn_1(0, ~-1,m-1) 
val 

o V 1 (0, l,m-lJ n-

V 1(0, l-l,m) 1 
n- dF(x) 
V 1 (0, l,m) n-

Substituting (12) 1 into the right-hand side of the last equation, we get n-
(12)n' The other cases are gained from simple examinations. 

165 

The last case is the game G (n-l,l,m) (l < n). Define the function by, n ' = 

Cl. CI.+Z BF(z,CI., S)=tp(-S)+(-S-(CI.+z)/2)F(-:{'I(,-S))+ -2-

f~V(-S) fco 
- 2 xdF(xi+ z(z+CI.) Cl. 

-S '2V(-S) 

1 
2x+2S+zdF (x) 

Cl. z 
where '2V(-S) > -S- '2' Let {hn,l,m}O~l~~,l~m~n be a following sequence, 

h =h +B ( h , Im- 1h I l - 1h ) 
n, l,m n-1, l,m F n-1, l,m j=l n-1, l,j'i=O n-1,i,m 

Il Im - . 0 . 1 (h . . -h 1 .. ) (n __ >2. l __ <l.m __ <n) 1.-= 'J= n,1.-,J n- ,1.-,J' , , 
(i,j ):j(l,m) 

h =V (O,n,m)- I~ 0 I~ 1 h .. n, n,m n '1.-= J= n, 1.-,J, 
(i,j):J(n,m) 

h l =V (n-l,l,n)- I~ 0 I~ 1 h .. n, ,n n 1.-= J= n,1.-,J' 

h 0 =V (n,O,m)n, ,m n 

Proposition 3. 

(i,j):j(l,n) 

(1~l<n) 

(13) V (n-l, l,m)= ,~ 0 '~lh ... n n L1.-= LJ = n,1.-,J 
and the optimal strategy for each player is as follows. 

Condition For [ 

O~x«-S)I/O playL 

d 
(-)V (-S)V o <x<co Use the mixed 2 = 

strategy 
x+S+z :c+S 

( 2x+2S+z' 2x-l-2S+z' 0) 

For 11 

pass 

play M 

Use the mixed 

strategy 
CI.+Z 2x+2S-CI. 

(2x+2S+z'2x+2S+z) 

,l-l ,m-l 
where z=hn_1 . ".""> CI.= - L. '_Oh 1 . ....> S= L '-l h 1 l " 

_~,II/ 1.-- n- ,1.-,111 J- n-, ,J 
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Proof: Since the method of the proof is similar to that of Proposition 1., 

we only skech the outline of the proof. 

From the definition, 'lire have the following representation. 

a=v 1(n-Z,l-1,m-1J-v 1(n-Z-l,Z,m-1J n- n-
S=v 1 (n-Z, l-l,mJ-v 1 (n-Z, l-l,m-l) n- n-
Z=V l(n-Z,l-l,m-l}-v l(n-l,l-l,m}-v l(n-l-l,Z,m-l}+v l(n-Z-l,Z,m) 

n- n- n- n-
and, if ° < l < nand 1 < Tt:' < n, 

v (n-ZJlJm)= foovaz 
n ° [

-X+v (n-Z l-l m-l) n-l J J 

X+V (n-Z-l Z m-l) n-l ' , 

vn_1(n-l Jl-1 Jm)] 
dF(.r} 

V l(n-Z-l,ZJm} n-

=vn_l(n-l-1JZJmJ+BF(zJaJS}, 

For getting the relation (13) , substitute (13) 1 into the right-hand side n n-
of the last equation. From a similar manner we obtain the other cases. Thus 

the proof is complete. 

Now we get the following proposition. From this proposition we can 

obtain the optimal strategy and the value of this game. 

Proposition 4. The value of the game, v (k,ZJm}J satisfies the recursive n 
equation (1) with the boundary condition (6), (7), (9), (10), (ll), (12), (13) 

and v (OJO,m)=v (kJlJO}=O. When the target has the value x, the optimal strat-n n 
egy for each player is that of the matrix game in the integrand of (1). 

Here we poit out the following fact from the calculation of the recursive 

equation (1). The optimal strategy of each player is; from the lower value of 

the target to the high value, the optimal strategy pair changes from (play L, 

pass), (play L, play M), (pass, play M) to (play H, play M), and for the higher 

value of the realized value X J both players use the mixed strategy. It Inay be 

considered that for the relatively small value of a target player 11 wins or 

passes, for the intermediate value player I wins or passes, and for the higher 

value both player use the mixed strategy. The similar condition is considered 

for the lemmas and propositions of this section. Let's consider the case of 

Proposition 1. In this case, if both player discard, player I always wins from 

player 11. So player 11 spends his cards for the small values of the targets 

which are not valuable for player I to win from player 11 and he passes for 

these values of the targets. For the higher value of the targets, both plyers 

use the mixed strategy in order to defend the attack of player I for getting 

these values. When the value is of the intermediate interval, both players 

play (player I always wins from player 11 ) and these values are thought to be 

reasonable for both players. The other cases are considered similarly. 
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Remark that when we consider that X's are independent but not ident:lca11y 

distributed, the result of lemmas and propositions of Section 2. and 3. go 

through in a similar manner. 

Example. We consider that F(x)=x (x£[O,l)). We find, for n=l, 

f
l . 1 
xdx= "2 (=g 1 1 J , 

o ' 

and, for n=3" 
-x+a 

1 
2' 

dx= 2-log3 
4 

v 3 (1,1,2J= f:val x-a 

5 
8 

- -8
3 

d:x;== fao ( -X+a) dx + !4 fa
1 

x-a d:x; 8x-8a+5 
1 o 
4 

and the optimal strategy for each player is, 

Condition For I For 11 

play L play M 

Use the mixed s1:rategy Use the mixed strategy 
a 8x·-8a+3 

(0, 8x-8a+5' 8x-l-8a+5) 
(5 Bx-Ba ) 
8x-8a+5'8x-Ba+5 

4. Deteministic Case 

a, 

In this section, we consider the case of deterministic value, Le., X=l, 

with probability 1. The fundamental n~cursive equation is given, from (1), by 

(14) v (k, l,mJ= val n 

-l+v (k l-l m-1J n-l' , 

l+v l(k-l, l,m-1J n-

v 1 (k, l-l,mJ n-

v l(k-l,l,mJ n-

v l(k,l,mJ n-
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with the boundary conditions that V {k,l,O)=O and V {O,O,m)=O. n n 

Proposition 5. The solution of the recursive equation (14) is 

V (k l m)= m{k-lL . 
n ' , n 

The optimal strategy for each player is; 

for player I, x*=tx
1
+(1-t);r:2, (ts[O,l]) 

where x = 1 
(n+k-l n+Z-k 0) 

2n' .2n' , 
(O k-l !1+l-k) 

{ 
, n' n 

(l-k 0 !!;.-l+k) 
n' , n 

if k ~ l, 
x = 2 

if k < l, 

and for player 11, y*= m ~). 
n' n 

Proof: A proof by induction on n is employed. For n=l, the statements 

are obvious. Assume the validity for n-l. From the inductive hypothesis we 

get, for 1 < k, l,m < n, 

-:'+ {m-V (k-l+V m{k-Z+l) 
n-l n-l 

(15) V (k, l,m)=Val H 
(m-l) (k-l-l) m(k-l-l) 

n n-l n-l 
(m-l) (k-lJ m{k-l) 

n-l n-l 
and note that, 

m(k-l+V 
> _l,e (m-l) (k-l+V 

n-l n-l , 
m{k-l-l) 

< 1-1-
(m-V (k-l-l) 

n-l n-l 

and the one-half of the sum of the first and the second row vectors of the 

matrix in (15) is the third row vector. We can solve this matrix game easily. 

So we get the value V (k l m)= m(k-l) , and the optimal strategy for each n ' , n 
player descrived in this proposition. For the zero-sum game, if the value is 

known then the optimal strategy for each player is obtained easily.) This 

completes the proof. 

In order to obtain the value of the game, player 11 must allocate his 

available card such that his probability of playing is equal to the ratio of 

the numbers of his cards in hand to the total number of the remaining period. 

Player I must use his optimal strategy which only depends the number of his 

cards in hand and the total number of the remaining period, and which doesn't 

depend on the number of the cards in the opponent's hand. Both players need 

not consider the opponent's hand, and only consider their own hand and the 

remaining period. 
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